GNU is Not Unix
gnu.org
At the beginning there was...
Ask your Candidates

l.fsfe.org/ayc
Your webshop is PATENTED!

CDs, Films, Books

Ladybugs are very useful insects. They dispose of parasites. However, software patent litigators are far too large for them in general.

View film in Browser

Automatically adjusted for mobile devices!

Buy soundtrack (m4p)

Add to shopping cart

Get key via sms

Request loan

Pay using credit card

Yes, I want to receive special offers

All orders are shipped using D-LiverIt, the quickest delivery service around!

Liked this search result? You may also like these:
1. Lady and the bird
2. Bugging ladies
3. Lady mugger
4. Software patents and other bugs
5. Bugging me, bugging you

Preview some chapters: click on them in the TV above!
Into:

World Intellectual Wealth Organization

l.fsfe.org/wipo and l.fsfe.org/wiwo
Microsoft vs European Commission

860,000,000 EUR

l.fsfe.org/ms-vs-eu
"Only the other day, the Free Software Foundation wrote to me about open standards. With their letter they enclosed something I don’t normally get in the mail, a pair of handcuffs. Because they’re worried about 'digital handcuffs', and wanted to know if I am with them on openness. And the answer is yes."

Neelie Kroes
Vice President of the European Commission

documentfreedom.org
PASSAPORTE
- SOLICITAR PASSAPORTE DIPLOMÁTICO - PADIP
- SOLICITAR PASSAPORTE OFICIAL - PASOF

CONSULTAR SITUAÇÃO DA SOLICITAÇÃO
ATUALIZAR REQUERIMENTO
REIMPRIMIR RECEBO DE ENTREGA DE REQUERIMENTO - RER

VISTOS
- SOLICITAR VISTO

CONSULTAR SITUAÇÃO DA SOLICITAÇÃO
ATUALIZAR REQUERIMENTO
REIMPRIMIR RECEBO DE ENTREGA DE REQUERIMENTO - RER

VISA
- VISA REQUEST

CHECK VISA
- UPDATE VISA REQUEST FORM
- PRINT VISA FORM DELIVERY RECEIPT

* PARA ABRIR ARQUIVOS PDF É NECESSÁRIO TER INSTALADO O PROGRAMA ADOBE ACROBAT READER. CASO VOCÊ NÃO TENHA O ADOBE ACROBAT READER, CLIQUE NA IMAGEM ABAIXO PARA FAZER O DOWNLOAD.

* IN ORDER TO OPEN PDF FILES, YOU MUST HAVE ADOBE ACROBAT READER INSTALLED. IF YOU DON'T HAVE ADOBE ACROBAT READER, CLICK THE IMAGE BELOW TO DOWNLOAD.
PDFreaders.org
in 26 languages

Success rate: \( \frac{560}{2108} = 26\% \)

Petition l.fsfe.org/pdfrp
76 orgs, 57 companies,
2383 individuals + you?

Changes in Government!
Hinweis zur Nutzung

Die Formulare und Infoblätter sind als PDF-Datei verfügbar.

Entscheiden Sie sich für einen Freien PDF-Betrachter!


Haftungsausschluss
Universal Computing

1.fsfe.org/secureboot

DRM is Defective by Design

DefectiveByDesign.org
Free Your Android!

Regain control of your Android device and your data. Liberate it from data leeches and run it without a Google account. We've collected all the information necessary to run (almost) exclusively Free Software on your phone, so you can take ownership of your mobile device.

Help us free the last few critical apps, and make phone liberation an effortless experience so that all Android owners may enjoy the benefits.

http://FreeYourAndroid.org
Contact fsfe.org/about/kirschner

Free Software Free Society

Monthly updates: l.fsfe.org/nl
Contribute: l.fsfe.org/contribute
Internships: l.fsfe.org/intern